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ABSTRACT

This project i. concerned with a JIlultimedi.a package which
il"corporates oOllj.CS, video and pupil workbooks. The intention
was to determirlEl the effect iveness of the package on the
conceptual chang:e of pre-service teachers, using an empirical
reG.arch method and de.criptiv~ analysis of results. Logistical
eonstrai"lts experienced at colleges of education and schools led
to an alt.rnat~.ve evaluation of the packaqe with D.B.T. college
lect~rer. at RADMASTBworkshop. Results indic.~ated that, if
prcperly administered, tha multi.edia package can as~i8t ~sers
.in identifying and ohar,ging tneir interfering preconceptions and
~i.cbnceptions while they are enjoying the story.
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CHAPTERl

ORIENI'ATIVE ~"'TRODUCTION

1.1 XNTaODUCTIO.
This study ~manates from the development of a pilot ll,ultim.edia

package (MMPl for higher primary science. The project Wl\S

initiated by the Handspring Trust for Puppetry in Education, a

nongoverr.mental organisation (NGO)whose prill1~:ry aim is .\.0

devwlop material wh.lch .llssists in the process of upgrading

primary school science teaching and learning. This proJect deals

with, inter alia, prec.onceptions and problem-aolvL'.g strategies

in primary scien~e.

The paokage was produced in 1992 in collaooratj on with some

individual experts and organizations {e.g. story writing and film

compa.nies} with the Handspring Companyplaying a major role.

Science consulting vas done by Marissa Rollnick of the Chemistry

Department of the University of the Witwatersl'and (WITS), (who

~.s involved in sr:ience education rf'!searr::h)and Michael Kahn, an

independent evaluator and edu~at~cn policy unit analyst at the

Centre for Education Policy Depax;tment(CEPD), in .Jnhannesburg.

Implementation and teacher trai~ing is organised through Cynthia

Dumbrill of the Primary Science Programme (PSP), also an NGO

invol vecl,in primary school teacher in-,qervice training.

The programme is based on current research f Indings, (e. g.

Bruner, 1975; Magoon, 1977; Driver & Erickson, 1983; Pope ~
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Gilbert, 1983 i WillL.'llll, Murray ~ Poole, 1992 i OSbOrne, Blaek,

Smith & Maadows,1993) into howchildren lelirn science through

the constructivist apprt.)~ch. This approacn sees knowledge as

"constructed in 'the mind of the learner" (Bodner 1386:/;). This

i1'l1~...es that. lee.rners will have their own ideas about cer";ain

concef,:.tsbased ?n ;~eir previous experience. According to the

constructivist approach the teaching of science should be more

than "prescriptive teJ.linq'* of the "true }liovlledge" to the

learners.

In september 1992 two researchers, HeJ.enaParold and Mary Ann

Sahr (Jones, Parold, Ba.hr " Rollnick, 1.992) evaluated the MMP

pilot materials for higher priMary school science pupils. Their

fil'ldings established that these 71aterials had an impact on the

affective domain (cf. Bloom.'staxonomy)of children~ Chl1dreri also

identified strongly with the video characters. These characters

were also perceived by teC'lchers as good role models, since thay

"think for theUlselvAS".

'l'he evaluators also indicated that. the level of English wa&l

access1ble to pupils de$pite a pace and clarity of delivery

being occasionally uncLear-, Although there waflCI concez 'that. t,he

scientific message could be ob~cured by the entertaining story,

it was fO'.lndthat childrgn indicated clearly that the film was

about science, 1Jpecifically about Itght ~ Thollgh the materials

were not expected to bring about conceptual changes by

themsel vas, the foLi,:f,,, :i..ng\vas observed:
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1.1.1 Appro~imately one third of children modified their
misconceptions after seeing the video.

1.1.3

Some children
implying t~lat
conc L, 'ably.
Afte!' watching ti.e video, twice as many children we::e
able to solve the mirror problem (i.e. to indicate how

volunteered additional information
they had extended their ~hinking

1.1.2

to use mirrors to reflect light around a ~orner).

Tt, package i~ directed mainly at disadvantaged pupils (mostly
blackr.). The main aims of th"! package are to stimUlate the
development of scientific literacy and promote the development
of thinking skills and problem-solving strategies, and to address
children's fundamental mi9conceptions in science.

In this study the researcher has started by estab!..4Ilhingwhat
specific ideas primary school children (pupils) and r"'e-service
teachers have developed about the nature a~d behaviour of Ii, t,
and what prior experi&aces might have led them to have these
views. This was done by adll'dnist~rln9questionnaires, accompani.a!d
by some diagnoRtic test questions developed by the 'Hand Spring'
researchers. The researcher wishes to see whether it is possible
to encourage pupils and pre-service teachers to change their
prior ideas so as to ~evelop a more 'scientific' understanding
of light concepts.

Th~ pilot package is made up of s~veral media:
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1. a video drama ahowing some key concepts in light, such as
reflection and r:ectilinear propagation. 'I"hisvideo drama
plays for 26 minutes.

2. the same story printed in a cc.mic of '36 pages.

..,- . a t5 page set of pupil activities which have been d"signed
o encourage the active exploration of the s" lentific

concepts introduced in the story, and

4. tha same story broadcast ovar radio. (This mediu.m was not
roady for testing in 1992 and will hot be involved in this
study)

1.2 THB ~IM8 OP THIS STUDY ARIa

To identify both preconceptions and misconceptions of
primary school pupils and pre-service teachers
concerning light.

1.2.2. To remediate misconceptions of pre-service teacherS'.by
teaching them relevant and correct scientific concepts
about light.

1.2.3. T~ study the use of the media by pre-service teachers
in primary schools, and tn investigate the effect the
mecHa has on the conceptual change of pre-service
teachers.
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To train pre-servioe teachers to us. the multi-media
pack.lqe in a reflective manr.iel~.

1. 3 PAR'1'ICIP»1'r.1 1M '1'H. STUDY

1.3.1 The involv ... nt of t.achers
The researcher wanted to see different teachers, with dill.rent
approaches to teclchinq, involved in the st\.~dy.A uniform style
of presentation in all classrooms or schools could not have been
possible and was not even desirable. Teachers were encouraged to
implement the matElrial in existing classrooms in a way t.hat both
they and the pupi:Li03would feel as comfortable with the work as
they would with any other norll'alclassroom experience. Afterwards
teachers were to see to what extent this media had increased or
decreased their scientific understanding of the relevant
concepts. This would be done by analysing:
1. The attitudes teachers have on the MMP,
2. The approach used by teachers implEmenting the MMP,
3. How the teachers would behave during the impl~mentation

process.

1.3.2 involvem.nt of pupil. and stud.nts.

primary school pupils and Senior Primary Teachers Diploma (SPTD)
students were involved in the first session of identifying their
ideas concerning the concept of light. A large component of the
work was classroom based, and all the particir ,ing pupils and
pre-servh:!e teachers were involved as far as possible\. T

facilitate inure detailed discussion of their thinking durinq' the
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activities, several questions wt:reasked (by the rese~\rcher) alld

the responses not~8ddown (except where there was rep'~tition).

1.3.3 Involv...nt of in-service t.acher ••

It was not prime.rily the a .. t of 'che researcher to involve in-

service teachers in the project since this had already been done

before (Bahr & Perold, 1992; Bahr & Perold, 1993). But since tbey

were readily available and very interested in the material the

researcher requ.estEld them to assist in the distributiol' of

pamphlets and in writir~ pupils' responses to questions asked by

the reeearcher. Someof the responses resulted f't'om informal

interviews of the pupils by both the l:..esearcher and the teachers.

As the wox'd"ray" does not exist in the vernacular, pupi.ls were

requested to explain how light moves frOMone point to another

using arrows. All responses were wrh:ten behind each pupils'

work-sheet for easy analysis by the researcher.

1. 4 PHUES OJ' ~!ltlll i.BSBA~CH PROJBC'.t'

The research process was dlvided into three phases, viz:

pre-test, Intervention and post-test.

1.4.1 Pre-t.st

This was mainly based on the estab.l.ishment of ideas of both pre-

service teachers and pupils and familiarization of pre-service

teachers with th-ematerial they were going to Uf:'e.This occurred
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in the first stage and was seen to be importan~ since a different
method of teaching was expected by pre-aerv ice teachers as
(;ompared to the commonly kncwn "transmission method". The
research.ar intended not to dictate to pre-service t.eCtchers a -,
specific method of. teaching, while on the other hand wished to
encourage ~beD"to do away with the prescriptive telling of facts
as a teaching method. This approach intended to make pre-service
teachers incorporate constructivist teaching techniques into
their individual style of teaching, instead of the usunl
tr~ditional teaching techni~ues imposed on them (t~acherB).

During the pre-test ~t~qe the researcher collected pupilsl and
teachers' .1.dt.a&1I
cases using qu(;

~O,.t~rsof different drawings, and in some
~hese techniques were as follows:

1.~ .1.1 U.~.A9po.t,~"'.

Pupils and teflchers were p.t,')v'iyjedwith posters sho'Ring, tor
example, video animati.on, a miL::-orand board, a torch, and a boy
or girl looking at a t.re~, and 'I:ere:then asked to draw how light.
helps the girl to see the tree, or herself, in the mirror etc.
(see Appendix C). Thereafter each pupil or teacher was requested
to explain in his/her own words what the picture meant, i.e.
where does the .1ight comE:!from, and where it has go.,a to I in order
that the boy or girl can see the tree, or him/herself in the
mirror.

1.4.1.2 struotured writing and drawing.
As explained in 1.4.1.1. above, copies of posters were suppli~d
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to both pre-service teachers and pupils, dUl~ingthe time of data

collection. The respondents were then asked to draw arrows

indicating howlight ~ould aid vision. Th~respondents were asked

to give further explanations of their diagrar.1J. Each explanation

was written behind each copy of the p03ter provided. Pupils'

explanations were 8ithe:- wri.tten by the researcher or their in-

service teachers in order to save time and avoid illegible

writ-:'ng. The writtl!n work produced was informative since it

displayed moreof the respondents' ideas, and someinferences and

conclusions were made from it.

The completion of drawings on the poster& gave the researcher and

the assisting teachers s( opportunity to talk to individual

pupils and build up a picture of their individual underat.andinq.

An open-ended questioning style was used. Respecting what the

pupils said, and listening to their responses carefully, played

an important role in clarifying the meaning of what they wanted

to say.

Any idea was taken as it came, without clear opposition,

rejection or acceptance. This; in a way, made pupils gain

confidence in responding to questions and particip"ting freely

without fearing to give "wronganswers".

During the intervention the pre-service teachers were encouraged

to make the ideas pre:,:~entedto pupils real, concrete and
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tangible. WherepO'lud.ble,real matet"ial was to be used. Theywere

also made aware tbat these deas and experiences needed to be
presented in a way that would allow pupils to feei a conn~ction

to them. Presenting information, ideaa or activities in isolation

should be avoided. TheS6were done as attempts to :

(a) Encourage children to test their ideas (conceptual change,

Hewson" Hewson; 1987). Here it is assumed that if pupila

are provided with an opportunity to test their ideas, then

there is a po·ssibility of them finding someof thEoir ideas

dissatisfyin~r. This will encourage them to d$velop their

thinking in a muchmore scientifically accepted/inclined

fashion.

(b) Encourage ch,ildren to increase their scientific vocabulary

through dif~f4rent activities ('science is fun')!

(0) Testing thE':"scientifically correct" idea alongside their.

previously held notion{s) (Driver, 1970; Hewson 1982;
Driver et al. 1985).

Teachers were timcouragedto give pupils some act:tvities which

involvad proble111solving. To complete the activity, a scientific

idea had to be applied correctl!', thus challenging the pupd La?

noticn(s). This confrol">tationwas aimed at helping the child to

develop more scienT Lfically acceptable concepts.

The study is aimed at improving both primary school science

teachers' and pupils' interactions and their act.ivd involvement
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in their classroom activities. It is the researcher's conviction
that, as both teachers and pupils al'eactively participating in
lessonp, their attitude" and approach towards scientific concepts
will changer and be developed toward.san improved wa' of tackling
scientific problems. The cult:'lJreof indepth ..;riticism and
analysis of natural situations will be cultivated, and hence a
better teaching and learnlng ot' science will be Emvis&t;'ed
ultimately.

1.1 STaUCTURB OP RBSBARCB aBPORT
1. Chapter 1 discussed introduction to research report, aims

of the study, participants 1.n the study ano !')hasesof
research project.

2. Chapter 2 reviews the lit..aratureon the importance of
primary school science teachers, the incorporation of
story-telling in science teaching and promotion of fun in
science lessons.

3. Chapter 3 explains the reRearch methodoiogy.
4. Chapter 4 gives results and discussions of diagnostic test;s

conducted with primary school pupils, pre-service teachers
and in-service teacherQ.

5. Chapter!) discusses a survey conducted with the D.E. T •

college lecturers a~ RADMASTE centre in January 1994.
6. Gives a summary of the research findings, implications and

recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 IKPOIlTUCB OJ' PRlXAlt.YSCHOOLTBACBns

Primary school teachers are responsible for laying a good

foundation for the whole education process as the learner

progresses towarde adulthood. As such it is expected that these

teachers should be very well qualified to carry out this task

properly. According to the literature, primary school science

teachers are doing a capable job elsewhere (Stefanich & Kelsey,

1989), in spite of an 'inadequate' science baokground.

Unfortunately I this is the opposite in most South African

schools, particularly Afri:::anschools. Jones et a1. (1992) re.port

that a high number of African teachers are undsrqualified and

rote learning is still a major problem.

Mphahlele and Kahn (1993: 157) i::1dicate that according to t.he

National Party's educational policy "the means of science

knowledgewere to be solely in the hands of Apartheid Ideologues.

The majority of people (Blacks) were and are still excluded from

the pursuit of science. Access to both resources and knowledge

are lilll.ited to the minority".

According to Kahn (1993:7) the Dantu Educat ion Act of 1953

resulted in a "failure to maintain quality African education
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institutions wherli!some education opportunity for the future

elite oorps could be provided. Oneof the set of these decisions

is the present poor state of science and me.thematics I9ducation

and lack of skilled African persl)nnel". ae (16-17) further

indicat~e;'.that" ••..• very fewPTDstudents take physical science

as the major subject whilst at college. ThiR is well

illustrated by the situation at schools managE"dby DEC~R

(Depart.er..t of Education and. CUlture: Ilouse of Representatives

(Coloureds». In the system most so-called primary science

teachers )lave had almost no teacher education in physical science

since it i. no'..::.offered as a college subject beyond first year.

Consequently they struggle with the subject, contributing very

little to the eventual production of a few matriculants in

physical science."

The iSflue of poor qualification of science teachers is also

point"d out by Joubert, Joyce and Cloet. (1992:5) when talking

about South Africa beyond 2000. They say liThe creation ot a

health~l, WE"lldeveloped feild-stock into our schools, universities

and technikons is almost sine-qua-non. There is an eternal outcry

about South Africa's seventeen departments of education,

unqualified teachers, povr teacher salaries, inappropriate

s:ylll:lbi, •• ,. It

To solve some of these problems ~ new powerful science

educational programmewhich includes several strategies that will

address both teachers' and pupils' r.eeds, has to be developed

(Akindehin, 1988; Jones et al., 1992). Such programmes could

effeot changes or improvement to teachers' attitudes and
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conceptions they have about science (in this case light). The
literature reports that teachers with negative attitudes towards

science are more traditional in their teaching style, more

closed-minded and generally more resistant to curriculum change

(Stefanich & Kelsey, 1989; lkindehin, 1988). Lucas and Dooley

(1982) found tbat the methodology (didactics) course affected

student teachers' attitudes towards science teaching, This means

that. student teachers should be exposed to methods which can

affect their attitudes towards science in a positive way. Hewson

and Hewson(1987) indicate that for one to change the students'

origi.nal concepts, the new concept advertised needs to be

intelligible, plausible and fruitful to students; otherwise

students will not see any value in changing their original

concepts,' for the newones.

A way of changing student$' or }Juptls' c..ancept.Lona is by

introducing story telling in the process of teaching. story

telling is also acknowledged to have the power to direct and

change pupils' lives (Carter, 1993). she indicates that the study

of narr~tive has nowbecomea positive source of insight for all

branches of the humanand natural sciences. Carter's view of

story telling irl teac:,,1ingis supported by Bulman (1980) in her

st.udies of problems encountered by second language English

speaking pupils when they had difficul~ies in expressing their

SCiel'ltifj,c ideas in English. Bulmanexpresses the feeling that

muchwriting in science does not encourage pupils to start or
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coneLnue reading. She views science content as being written in
an impersonal styl. with few human, social or emotional tones,
thus making science appear 'extraordinarily' dull.

The centrality of story in t~achersl knowledge is understood by
the effort to see the story a!';a natural and cOJllDlonmode of
thinking- Elbaz (1991: 1) ar9ues~ 'story is the very stuff of
teaching, the landscape within which we live as teachers and
rea.archers, and within which the work of teachers can be seen
as making se~~se.This is not merely a cJ.aim about aesthetic or
emotional sense of fit of the n~tion of story with our intuitive
understanding of teaching, but an epist.emological claim tilat
teacher.' know'.Etdgein its own terms .isordered by story and can
be understood in this way'.

2 If 3 UOIIO'l'IOif O~ I'D :rH 8CI2UCB LESSO••

carter'. (1993) and Elbaz's (1991) views a~e shared by Williams
et ale (199~); they brought dra~a into the science curriculum,
aiming to produce III resource by which drama could be used as an
aid t'or explaining difficult concepts either alongside
traditional meth~ls (e.g. experiment and exposition), or as a
SUbstitute for them. Implicit in this was the wish to develop a
zeaource wh, ch would promote a sense of
encouraging young people to learn science.

fun, as well as
They arg~e that

creativity and drama have an important role in the motivation,
stimulation and effective learning of science by pupils,
regardless of ability, in learning. They emphasise that drama,
as one of the ~reativities in the olassroom, is just a small
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~ortion cov.r~4, and that muchcan still be done to improve the

cla •• roos liiituation towards f'I more scientifioally cOJ,')iucive

learninq situation. Thel see drama in the scienc~ curriculum ••

a subject which is currf':ntly drawingconsidarable attention. SOdle

teachers and educationalists So ee it as proqrQssb.·e, while others

a.e it 8.8 irrelevant to the learning of science. Howevermany
pupils enjoy drama, and tor some lessons it re:p:cesents an

opportunity for the. to express themselves without having to use

pen and paper.

In brief, the literature dlscussed above is in line with the MMP.:>

which aiM at i.proving general acienoe teachera and anooura.CJ8

thea t.o b." mo.f. accOIIIlooating towards curriculum chang_.

~r., it In~orporates story-telling in science teaching

and has II potenti.al of promotion of fun in soience education by

includ.inq drama in science curriculum. The successea and

limitationa of the MMPare described in the two fort-heaming-

chapters.
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_chools were chosen to be involved

anD (S."lior PriJl&ry Teachers' Diploma)

of th. t·.,o .;:011e98. toqatner with three

··l.d",cmar1: in p'i(JUre3.1). The colleqe. are Mokopane'lnu

?otl:a;'i.ter.rt"a and Pietersburg respectively.

d.. ign involve. experimental-control groups whic}'\

pre-teat, intervention phase and post-test. Mokopa.,e

c~lleqe and th~ ~.e nearby primery 8choolwwere considered .s

the experimental <)l ..rtpi whereas Kwena-Moloto and the

cc 'responding nearby primary schools were the control qroup.



J'iCJQr. 3.1 Flow-chart ot research methodolol)iY

EXPERIMEUTAL \lROUP CONTROL GR:rjUP

Mokopan. cOllegeand thr.. nearby
priury .chool.,

Kwena-Molc:,to college
and three nearby
primary schools

Pupil.

~

Teachers

(3 x 50) {20}

PH-TIST(qu.stionnaire)
~

PRE-TEST
(questionnail'e)

'"In.truct ion
(with video
and cOllic)

Instruction
(without video
and comic)

PRE-TEST

Instruction
(with video
and comic)

POST-TEST

POST-TEST POST-TEST

pupils

(3 x 50)

P::tE-TEST

Instruction
(no comic)

POST-TEST
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3.1.1 "_oller"
3.1.1.1. Both groups of prE!-service teachers we:t:'egiven thE!

Bame pre-test in the form of a questionnaire
containing some dia'~nostic:teat questions about light,
as wel.l as a further diagnostic test (see later under
instrument.).

3.1.1. a. During the intervention phase both groups received
instruction on the.1:opic, light. ThE:!control group was
tauqht without t,h!3iuse of the MMP I whereas the
experimental group was taught using the MMP.

3.1.1.3. Both groups were supposed to receive the same poct-
test, which is a rfijpetitionof th'l same instruments
used for th~ pre-test.

3.1.2 Pupils
3.1.2.1. The diagnostic test questions only were ~dministered

(b~ the res~drcher) to pupils, so that pupils did net
face the proble'llof understar.ding the questionnaire.

J .1. 2.2. The intervention stage was auppoaed to have been
carried out by the pre-service teachers during their
practice teaching. The control group was to teach
without the aid of MMP while the experimental group
was to teach ~~inCJ MMP.

:1.1.".3. The po~t-teBt would 't,ii~n be the same and was to be
administered in both cases by the pre-service
teachers.
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3.2 DA~A &MALYSI8
A descriptive analysis was to be carried out i.e. the means and
standard deviations obtained from the results would be used to
compare the groups and general inferences would be made from
these comparisons. The data analysis was to be handled in this
way because :

The pre-service teachers and pupils who were to be

involved in this study were from different
schools/institutif"ns and they had different abilities.
There would not. be a auitable method to control the
pre-service teachers' school allocation.
The sample of this study was small.

3.3 DBBXGHX»G A SBORT QUBS~IOMRAIRB

Children's ideas in science, and associated preconcepts , whlCh
normally affect their understanding of the scientific meaning of
words or concepts ml~st be taken into consideration. It is
believed that, even in the case of "light", there will be
intuitive ideas affecting the understanding of the concepts.
Hence, the questionnaire is designed for identifying ~ny
intuitive ideas or preconceptions teachers and pupils have about
light (Driver, Guesney & t1'ibe:cghien;1985). Research has also
indicated that both pre-service and in-service teachers have
misconceptions about science concepts (Bradley, Gerrans & Mathee,
1989; Ogude, 1991; Stefanich & Kelsey, 1989).
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3~3.1 Inatruaent.

3.3.1.1 gu••tionnair,
The questions used in the questionnaire have been adapted from
t.he,",orkof Galili, Bendal and Goldberg (1993). The fermat of the
questionnaire is multiple-choice and includes confidence
questions. Thi~ is because by ~sing a multiple-choice test alone,
there. is no guarantee that students answering correctly have the
same conception in mind as the experimenter (Clement, Brown &
Zietsmanj 1989). Therefore multiple-choice questions are
supplemented by some further enquiries, like the confidence
questicna, which are included immediately after each question,
and the diagnostic test questions (s&e Appendix c).

3.3.1.2 Th& 4iaqnoetic te.t
The diagnostic test is taken from the Handspring Trust for
Puppetry in Education (PSP, 1992) research materials. This test
~~as first used in the development of a pilot MMP for higher
primary scienc and was administered to both pre-service
teachers and p")li! ~ t.odetect whether pre-service teachers have
the same alternative conceptions held by pupils or not. The
diagnost~.c teat differs from the questionnaire (described above)

in the following ways;
,~. The questions in the diagnostic test are not roultiple-

choice; instead they are open-ended.
b. The respondents are expected to participate in the

dctivities and r':!flecttheir own views/ideas by drawing tl '!

light rayS.
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c. Thillteat design enables the researcher to interview the

respondents while he is in the process of administering the
test (s.a Appendix C).

The diagnostic test was seen as the most effective way that could
be used to identify the ideas of the respondents (pupils in
particular), because it haa assiated in eliminating proble.s that
could be .ncoui.'ltered by tha pupils in understan41nq the
instructions and written language, if they were requested to
complete the questionnaire.

This chapter attempts to layout a structured investigation ot

both the pre-service science teacher.' and pupils' l,mderstanding
ot light and to explore the eftactc of intervention strategies
in the process of implementation of MMP. The results and data
obtained· fro. the implell1entationof the investiqation(study) will
be discn •••d in the naxt -::hapter.
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Chapter 4

4.1 BXPDtHDTAL GROUP

4.1.1 Description of Mah"eleren9 Are.
As has already been indicated in chaptpr, six primary schools and

two colleqe. of edu.:::ationwere visited. The research project was

conducted in two different areas. One ~f the areas is

Mahwelerenq, 4km from potqietersrus. Mahwelereng i~ a small

African township. Many people from Mahwelerenq are Mdebele

speaking, but they commonlysp~ak Northern sotho, as it is the

language which is generally used in most public areas in Lebowa,

including schools, churches, government offices, etc. Therefore

every Mdebele of this area knows N.Sotho very well and it is

their second language. As such, English and Afrikaans are third

and fourth languages to them.

The researcher chose three schools in the area, i.e. Maakamaleka,

Raphela and NonchimudiHigher primary schools. These schools were

chosen because they either had electricity in their vicinity, or

had access to electricity in one way or another. Thus it was

possible for the researcher to showpupl1.s a video. ~.ccording to

their teachers, someof the children from Rapheln.and Nonchimlldl

are from the nearby villages, such as Moshate (meaning chief's

Kraal) and Ga-Madiba. These villages are also a bit advanced

relative to the standards of living of the nearby Mahwelereng

township, where only about 45%of families have 1:elevision. Some
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familie~ with television do not have electricity, but depend on
their car batteries or generators. These families only vlew
tel~vision during specific programmes, especially the evening
news, and the drama broadcast in the vernacular. Those who have
television sets, normally watch them with their neighbours who
don't POSSfl!SS this equipment. The children who stay next to
shopping areas sometimes watch television at nearby stores. In
general, pupils have some access to television, though this might
depend on several variables. Their access to television cannot
be compared with that of the chi:dren in the PWV areas.

The th:t'eoschools in Mahwelereng are basically similar since they
are all in the same locality and serve the same community and,
above all, are subj~cted to similar physical conditions.

~.1.2 Diaqnostic t.st at Kah••l.renq Schools

The research~~ was given a chance to administer the diagnostic
test questions to std 5 General Science pupils at Raphela primary
school, though the targeted class was std 4. The researcher only
realised during t.he testing process with the pupils'
identification information on their test papers that they were
doing std 5, but de~ided to continue with the testjng process.

During the testing process at the three schools, the pupils were
supplied with pictures of different drawings and then requested
to explain what they saw on the picture. Several probing
questions about light we~e asked. Many pupils could not respond
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in Englillh and they also had some difficulty in understanding
what was really asked. The researcher saw the usage of vernacular
sometimes mixed with English as an alternative.

The pupils felt more comfo:r:table and participated more when
questiona were asked in the vern~cular. This has generally been
the case in all three schools. When their teachers were asked
what medium of instruction they were using, they responded by
saying that English was the medium. However, pupils are still
having serious problems with it. [It should be noted that the
teaching of these children at lower standards starts with the
vernacular and the use of English as the medium of instruction
is only introduced at std 3 level).

4.1.3 001189. at "~w81~r.D9

This college, Mokopane, is one of the oldest colleges in Lebowa.
The college has four laboratories i.e. chemist:cy I physics, botany
and zoology laboratories. The laboratory equipment is supplied
by the Lebowa Education Department. Those responsible for the
ordering of thiR equipment do not work in co-operation with the
lecturing staff and, as SUCh, the limited equipment available is
of little use for the college syllabus. The college syllabus has
just: been upgraded so that first and second year students learn.
more about Science Technology and Soci.ety (STS) J whic~t bas been
introduced to the colleges through recommendations which resulted
from research work done at Wits. Some first year university work
is introduced to the secon.s yea..rand third year college syllabus.
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There is little or no equipment which caters for these syllabi.

The college students are from different high schools. Most of

them did not achieve the requirements for university or technikon

entrance. still, the admission for science students l"equires them

~o have passed t.~ national senior certificate (STD 10) in both

mathemutics and physical science. This criterion, coupled with

the class boycotts and disruptions, caused the number of the

physical science students aJmitted to be very low. Out of the

whole college student r.oll of 1500 only 90 are doing physical

science, i.e. an average of 15 ~tudents per physical science

class where STD and PTD have courses 1 up to 3 and at least four

classes per course; each course offering one physical science

class.

4.1.4 Testing of Hokopane teacher.

This resfllarch was carried out in 1992, under the stressful

conditions of south Africa undergoing transitional changes.

Struggles wet'a experienced allover. Mokopanecollege had class

disruptions since the death of Chris ~lani (One of executive

lUt~nbersof the ANC-SACPalliance) arounf~the Easter holidays in

April until they closed for the June holidays. Nosingle teat waG

written since the beginning of the year until they re-opened on

27 July. They only started writing their first 'cest after re-

opening for the second quarter. Aweek later, before tests were

completed, membersof South African Democratic Teachars Union

(SADTU)went 0.1 atrike. Hence the remaining t~~ts were not
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writtan. This was the exact time 2 ranged for the completion of
the queF-tionnaire and administering the diagnostic tests. since
other pre-service teachers realised that their tests uere not
ready, they simply disllppeared and the researcher managed to
organise only eight st.udents out of thirteen.

The testing process occurred in the phYS~:':s laboratory. It
started with explanations of the whcle ~rocess by the researcher
and continued with pre-service teachers answering the
questionnaire. Then, the same procedure used to test pupi.ls, w, J

followed with teachers. Teachers were probed wi~h several
questions, but the .activitles like "hiding someone behind the
door", were not carried out since the resear~her felt that they
would not be suitable for teachers at their age. In other words,
the researcher tried to avoid activiti.es which, by his own
discretion, he felt would only be suitable for young pupils.

'I'hepre-service teachers responded quietly. According to the
Department of Natural Sciences this group of teachers has the
poc)rest performance as compared to the previous gronps. 'rh';$was
also confirmed by theit class teacher. who il:'a guidance
lecturer. Later , aft~r the diagnostic test, the researcher
briefed teachers on matters where they would t.! «.ssisting him in
the implementation of the proj I about the stages which
would follow thereafter. The reseu' .~r realised that thou~h the
grouD seemed to be too ql..1iet,there was some sense of co-
operation. When asked as to who would volunteer in th~
implementation of MMP at primar~ schools under the Aupervision
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and evaluation of the researcher, all teachers raised their hands

indicating t .....It they were interested. Whenasked whether they had

any questions to ask or any commentsto make, they all quietly

shook their heads, indicating they had none. After some

persistence by the researcher one student said that perhaps more

questions might be asked during the intervention stage. Thewhole

process took three and half hours.

4.2 COBTROL GROUP

As mentioned above the control group consisted of one collEge of

education (Kwena-Moloto)and three nearby primary schools (i.e.

Tsutsumetsa, Samuel'fhemaand C.M. sehlapelo). These institutif"ns

are located in Sea .iego (an African/Black township), which ia

located about 10km from Pietersburg. The language spoken by

almv&t everybody i.11 this townsnip is Northern Sotho.

4.2.1 college at Sesh_go

l<wena-Molotois a relatively old college of education established

in the middle 197vs. It has some biology and physical science

laboratories. The shortage of physical science students is also

experienced at this college. Only six science students had

enrolled for the P'J'D2 by 1993. This might be attributed to

several factors:

i Lack of better-qualified sci.ence teachers at secondary

schools to produce more students with good .::eftults in

science for tertiary education enrolment.
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ii The teach.x'.' strikes e;;cperiQ.'lcf:ldthroughout the country.

iii strict measures taKen when admit~ting physical science

students at colleges.

4.2¥2 D••cription of S••h.go Are.

Whe• comparing M3hwelerengand Seshego, the latter looks ):)ettar

de.veLopedwith a fewmora educational advantages. Seshego is near

Pietersburg, which has a more highly developed infra-structure

and facilities than Potgietersrus. Bot.hPietersburg and Sashego

are about 3£;'kmfrom the university I)f The North. 30mepeople in

the area att~nd this uniVf~rsity and someare E.:ver.$m~loyedtha.t:e.

Many people in Seahego own t.elevision sets. From the first

encounter with somechildren (at Tsutsumetsa) the researcher was

imprassea to find pupils not. hesitant to anf1lwerquestions in

English. Most of the pupils' English was found to be go01.

particularly at this school.

It ~s not clear whether these children's pat'ents give them extra

language lessons or if it is simply due to the.\.r exposure to the

language through the electronic media1 such as the radio and

television. Some pupils attend the computer airled learning

sessions at Kwena-Molotocollage.

In gerlaral, the schoc!~ at Seshego are I')rdinary townshit,

government schcof.s with large classes. Teachers are n.»: always

able t~ Movefreely between desks while teaching. Eve, though
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ttere are 11 few var1ables which could contribute to the

differenr;,e of pupils and students, one can still view the Seshego

and Mahweler£nggroups as fairly similar.

".2. 3 ~iaqno.tic t~j~t at S•• h.qo achools

The t.nree primary schu()ls were vLsiced one after the other and

diagnostic t.ests t, "'re administered in the samewayas it was done

in the expe"'imental groups in Mahwelereng Schools. Wht:.lrethe

pupils strug~leq with English, the researcher always encouraged

them to spe~k in the vernacular. Theywere also made aware that

it .as their thoughts which were particularly of interest to the

reuearchftr, to cOUlparet.hemwith those of the experimental group.

... !!... 'f •• tin;, CJf It,,.na-Koloto teachers

Unfortunat~ly, it never becameposoible for the reaea~cher to 9t>t

hold of the pre-flet vice teachers from Kwena-tlo10to, due to the

national stri~e by teachers. Someplans were made to meet these

st;udent teachers while they were at their practice teaching

acnocl s , but unfortunately ,:..•.Ls did not materialise. The pre-

sarvice teachers were consulted indiV'idually and were requested

to aseemble at the college for a briefing by the researcher. This

llould also serve 31;i a chance to administer the diagnostic tests

~nd questionnair~ to them; but on:y one teacher. turned up with

several excuses that sbe had to go to town, while some were at

a SRCmeeting and she didn't knowwhere the rest were.

Furth'3r attempts to secure a chance to meet the!;t; p:t'e-service
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teachers proved impossible. '('heresearcher then handed some
questionnaires to their science lecturer to administer whenever
classes resumed, but, unfortunately, this never occurred.

4 • 3 .. l:1IDXP.U no. ft. '1'.11'1'

Thr diagnostic test was mainly based on tour questions. These
were:
~. The boy watching the tree
b. Video animatlon taken frcm a sec;tion of the comic
o. The girl watching herself in the mirror and again

trying to wAtch he~self in the board
d. The boy hold:ing a torch

lXamining the data received after this test, several areas of
interest were identified in each question asked.

4.3.1 The boy watching the tree

Both children and teachers were asked to draw hnw t.he light frc."lm
the ~un helps the boy to see the tree. The drawIngs are grouped
as follows:

a. Those that represent a flash or shower of light from the
source in all directions •

.b. Those that represer.t light in undirected rays.
c. Directed light rays from the source.
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A few examples will be discussed to indicate what the pupils' and
teachers' ideas concerning light are.

4.3.2 Vision viewed •• a flash or 8h~¥.r of liqht

Figure 4.1 a , b, and c show the responses of both pre-service
teachers, in-service teachers and prim< y school pupils.
They all believe that "the sun shines over every thing so that
the boy can see the tree".



Pig 4.1 A flash or shower of light

b

~, ,( .. t. of l~ ... , ....

c ()
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This indicates that these responden1:s believE: that trere should
bEl light allover in ordet· to aid vision. After further
questioning, this i~ea changed wherl they were asked what woald
happen during the night if a passing car was shining light on the
tree while an observer was behind the. car. This question made
many ~f them reconsider their former' belief and indicate that the
observer would see t.he tree. Which means thdt light need not
necessarily shine allover in order: to aid vision.

4.3.3 Direoted raya fro. the aource to tree.

A variation of rays were drawn to indicate that light travels
from the sun and shines on the tree 80 that the boy cou ld see it.
See ):i'igure4.2 a-c. Many children and their teachers (both in-
aervi.ce and pre-service) provided drawings that showed simple
links between the object and tho source without any link between
the object and the eye. To them vision can only occur if light
is "shining" on the object which they see.

4.3.4 Link betwe.n object, .ouree and eye
Some respondents drew rays which link the sun w~th the tree and
the other link is between the eye and the Object to be seen, as
indicated by Figure 4.3. This was done in two ways. One way is
wllereby an arrow is directed ~o the source implying that vision
is an active process. This implies that for one to look at an
object there is a required action of throwing one's
targeted object; that light should be refl~cted
ohsever' s e~,' is not understood.

eyes on a
into the



Piqur. 4.2 Directed rays from source to the tree
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Ft~. 4.3 Link. between the source, object and the eye

c
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:riqur. 4.4 Correct conception of visi.on
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Another active proces~ was w~ereby light is travelling from the
sun shining on the boy, while the boy is actively looking at the
tree. However, soma respondents had the correct corception of
reflection of light from the target object. This is indicated by
Fi~~re 4.4 a, b, and c below.

However I very i~w pupils achieved thil:iand 3-gain they 'were not
very clear on what happena to light to enable the boy to see. The
number of all incorrect and correct responses could be clearly
seen from Tables 4.1 to 4.4 in Appendix F.

4.4 VIDBO ARlMATIOM

Here many respondents did not have !:Jeri-ousproblems because the
researcher decided to introduce the activity with the mirrors
before any drawings could be made. The researcher then gave them
a poster indicating a trapped boy in a dark room with the light
coming from the sun-roof of the adjacent room (see Figure 4.5
below), and asked the respondent.s to draw how th'l two children
would s~ine light over the trapped boy in order to help him.
Different responses were given (see Figura 4.6 a - f). It is
indeed quite obvious that many different types of Figures were
drl'iwn. This might be attt"ibuted to the complexlty of tr"!

situation itself t but many chlldren and teachers mart8.gedto get
the correct answers (see Table 4.2).
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)figure t.5 Example of video an:i.mationposter
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Figure 4.Ia Responses to question of video animation

~a

I

I
J-_------ --
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Figure 4.6b. Correct responses to question of video animation

1
a

b

c

.-.. ".-.- ....----.-~ .... -....:======--
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4w5 MXRROR AKD BOARD

Again this wac classified into the different. ray types given by

resr.ondem:.s. Almost all ray types given by pupils wen:' given ,.Py
teachers. A sunr"1ary thereof is q i.ven in Table 4.3. The d.omin:lti.L-.;

ray types are the beliefs indicated i~ Fig1lres 4.2 and 4. J above,

of seeing vision (..<; a result of either ii shower of Tight allover

the pLace (Figure 4. 7a), or as a single di :ected arrow or a heam

of arro~s from tlle source to the object.

Fiqure 4.7a A shower of light on a mirror and board question

~L=__============__======================~j
Here the question mentioned that « •••• the girl can see herself

in the mirror. The girl cannot see herself in t.he board. Try to

show what is happening to light on your drawing".
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A very Dlaallpercentage of pupils .anaqed tt) indic;ate the correct
conception of light from the source r~fl_ct~d into the girl's
eyes; 6 ,% er pre-ser"vics teachers indicated the correct
conception. This occurs ~ainly on the mir~or drawing, and not on
the board. It is interesting to realise tr.at many respondents
still believe that if material is not shining, light travels from
the sourc. and 'stays there' i.e. on the materiftl concerned. It
is not r.fl~cted back. Liqtt can only be reflected when the
m(\terial surface is shiny, and iight is very intense resulting
in a high reflection. This is revealed by drawings in Figure 4.7b
belo\l.



·19Qr. 4.1b Liqht reflection by mirror or board.

,

f}t; ~ I~l , . j ~,!:jW iLc".c~ I ;.·-----~1
'l ~I' I .:~::::::ti·_ttJl_ ~JJl1.J ~ ~~

_~ _~1

------ -_-

c

J--
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• ,. '1'11. BOYBOLDIn A TOaCB

In this question copies of pages showing a poster in which a boy

is holding a torch in hja hand horizontally w.r~ dintributed to
respondents, who were then asked to rrovide a drawing which shows
where the light iro!:'the tox'chqoe••

This was aimed at checking on some of the misconoeptions the
respondents had in conneotion with the distance that light could
travel, or the direction of light from the torcn. Again different

response. we:r.eqiven. Soma of the drawings are indicated in
Figure 4.8 below.

a. Light not travellinq to far distance trom the source.
b. liqht goinq in ditt61rcnt directions (u.p and down)
c. other different charaoters of drawing••
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I'igure ,C.. Light rAys troll the torch

c

~ ..;r'\'b. ';i'''''''' )\ ._t:t..
~ if ~ *.. -It

10 ~ .. 11

:::r4'§\OGjO- SiWst ..lUi· \Q ~14'

~ •
f1 tJ ~• .. <It• ..• ') , 11 "
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4.7 .mr~Y
t'r~m the discussioll of results obtained from the diagnostic

tests, it is clan," that both the pre-servi:;:e and in-service

teach~rs together with the pupils have similar ideas about the

conc~pt of light despite their difference in age and experience.

Most at theil' pre-concept.ion regarding vision &ndpropagation of

light'. are not c~mpatibla to thoa. of a scientist. They need to

be oliminated and be replaced by the scientj tlcally correct

concepts, since uoth pupils and teachers cannot compr.ehendwhen

holdin~ these misconceptionso Therefore there i. a hope that by
impl.. e~tin9 resource material such aMthe MMP coupled with some

formal inatruction, misconcepticns regard.ing the concept of light

could be alleviated and then prop.r learning will take place.

Unfortunately .a. was already indioated in aectiondl 4. 1. 3 and

" .1. 4 the formal implementation stage could not be reached.

Ultimately .n arrangement was .ade with the RADMASTE centre at

Wits to conduct a survey with the D.E.T. college lecturers at one

of their work.hop sessions.
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CHAPTER 5

SURVEY CONDUCTED AT \VORKSHOP AT RADMASTE

Eight months after the disappointing limited or .non-participation

of teachers in the project, due to strike activities described

in the previous chapter, the researcher was invited by the

RAOMASTEcentre of the University of Witwatersrand tv run a

workshop with college lecturers. These workshops are organised

twine a year for mathematics and sclence college lec·t:urers from

the nfi:T and former homelands authorities.

5.1 HODI WICAT ION OW 05JBCTIVBS OP STUDY
'the aim of the study had to be shifted to &0...0 sort of 6:valu·~tion

ot the MMPwith the PTOcollege lecturers teaching scienc~. The

work~hop focused on:

establishing what the attitude of both pupils and pre-

service teachers towards the MMPmight oe.

the interrelat ion of the various sections of -the MMP(e. g

comic video, workbooksetc.) with each other and tne r.ackaqe

as a whoh'l.

the extent to which certain specific section& ~f the MMP

might stand l.ndapendently of each other.

thg effect that the MMPmight have on the conceptual change

of both pre-service teachers and pupils Ln tilei:r learning

ot the concept of light

the advantages and disadvantages of llsing thE' MMP.
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'.2 WO....O. PRoo•••

I'b. workshopheld in Pebruary 19!14, started with 'cwentylecturers

attending_ Twentycopies of the comicwere available. Therefore

each lecturer had a chance to read the story at i ;/hsr r: '.'{,ace.

Porty minut•• were allocated for tile reading of the ~.7')mic. The

l.nturel'. were requested to read witll a critj.cal eye for

conatructiv. criticism ot the package later. They were divided

1~» tour group.

,. .." tl.. the lecturer. were 19dviaedto read the comic from

41It ... "t. .-etton. j i .•• one group val: ask",d to start reading

tItta tta. ~innin9 of the comic up to the end, another group had

W"..... "lth a different section such as "Science is fun", "Tho

. ttpl.cIW'a.' placca", etc. and read through to the end and then

.at-inue until they reac' .hair in! tial starting point. 't'his

.vategy ai.ed at eneuriHY chat in case forty minutes elapsed

betore same lecturers had completed ll:'\~dingat least the whole

comic would have been read.

During the coudc reading sessions five lectllr'ers decided to leave

the workshop (one by one). Whenthe comf.c reading was OV&l.", tIle

video was projected so as to show the same story on a film

screen. The facilities were of a high standard and th" hall WetS

darkened: the film was very clear and the sound very goed.

At the beginning the hall was very quiet but later on one could

hear the lecturers laughing and giggling at some of the ev£'nts
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occurring in the video. At the end of the show some lect;:.I;'ers
jokingly reql.,lpsteda replay. Due to less time allocated for t.his
activity a fuil replay of the video was not possible.

5.3 LllcruaD8' VUCBP'l'IO)(or DB lIMP

Many lect.urers saw the MMP as a 'very important tool' which coula
be used tn introducing and teaching the concept of light. They
keenly exprassed their wish to take the package back to their
respective institutions. Some were prepared tc pay for the
package. Unfortunately, the res~archer could not olfer anything
at that moment. except to make them some copies of the activIties
which occur at the back of the comic. They were told that Hand
Spring would be notified of their feelings about the package and
a response would ~ forthcoming during the course of the year.
Each lectur.r was asked to supply the researcher with his/her
name and postal address so t:.hat,in e. Ie any positivI!!response
was achieved, they could be contacted.

, ... QUBS'l'::LODAla. AND DB LIC'1'URBRSI a.SPOHSIS

After reading the comic and watching the video, the lecturers
were requested to complete a questionnaire individually and then
discuss some of the questions appearing in it, and then give
their own opinions on what they thought of the MMP.

Unfortunately not all lecturers were able to complete the
questionnaire in the time available. Some lecturers left some
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questions unanswered. one lecturer from each group was requested
to discuss the outcome of thelr group discussion in relation to
some of the questions and opinions raised in the qv~stionnaire.

5.4.1 a••pon ••••

5.4.1.1 gu.wt1onnair.

This questionnaire (see appendix A) consists of questions related
to the image formation in four optical instrumen~s i.e.
converging lens (questions 1,2 & 5), plane mirror (questions 3
& 6), concave mirror (question 7) and a glass prism (question 4)
and an opinionnaire aimed at sstablishing the attitudes of the
lecturers and th,e.irprojections about the possible views of
primary school student teachers and pupils towards the MMP.

The researcher was interest:ed in finding out the lecturers'
reasoning while answering the questions related to image
formation :Lnthese instruments. Their approach to the problems
would quit~~ clearly reflect how they could assist their students
in the te.nching of the concept of li.ght. Furthl:.~rmor(=,these
problems were seell by the researcher as a form of encouragement
to both l,ecturers ar.d pre-service teachers to develop a 01ear
understanding of various issues regarding light. In the
researcher's opinIon It would be much easier for one to teach a
concept ana. to realise the problems experienced by p:lplls or
Leaz 'ters, if teachers had a better understanding of both the
content; and the application of logical thinking pz Lnc LpLee
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required for problem-solving.

5.4.1.2 Linking the optical qu•• tion. with the MXP

The content of the MMP is introductory information on the nature
of light, which then ~rovides a basis from which other concepts
can b8 introduced. The concepts introduced oy the main theme of
the MMP are the rectilinear propagation and reflection of light,
buildir.q up towards an introduction of the idea of refraction.
The re$earcher believes that for teachers to handle theoe topics
of light confidently and logically, they should not only
understand the limited information contained in the MMP, but must
also have expanded knowledge on other t.opics such as image
for~ation, not only with plane mirror~ as shown in the MMP, but
also with lenses. Alth~ugh geometrical opticn is not part of the
primal.Y school syllabus, teachers must have deeper knowledge than
the level at which they are teaching. This is why it was felt
that some questions on geometric optics were necessary in this
research instrument.

Unless t.eacner-scan handle apparatus such as mirrors I lenses,
glass prisms and blocks, which are used in the teaching of
concepts relat.ed to reflection, refraction and image formation,
there is the definite possibility of them being trapp3d in the
less meaningful part ,,40 the entertainment in the story and losing
the .more important concept.ual principles of optics that are being
introduced. It is very important. to Make the teachers aware and
well-informed of all key issues regarding the subject he/she is
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supposed to teach; L'l this case it is done by coupling the first

section of the questionnaire with either diagnostic questions or

the commentSl:.atementst'egard~.n9th~ MMP.

~.5 aBSOLTR AND DISCUSSION

The q\»stlonnaire items were designed to test the subjects' views

on a numberof specific aspects of light. All the questions are

address~d aeparately below.

Whendea~in".!with a converging :tens it ml.ght.be convenient to

conside~ b single re~r.esentative point on the bulh facing the

lens. A divergen~ flux of light emitted from this point passe&

through the COlt lrging lens and is then converged to another

point on the other side of the le~s called the imagepoint. This

type of i.magepoi.nt; is -.:alled the real image p~lnt, becaus .t

is formed by light actually converging to a point. Diagram "d"
in l"i'1ure 5.1 rE!presfnt~ the correct imag1eformation whenusing

a convex lens.

The impol·tant feature of diag.~am(a) is that it showsmore than

one ray diverging from a point on the bulb, and then, on the

other side Cofthe lens, converging to the unique imagepoint. It

should be noted that the dlagrams appearing in Figure 5.1 show

light going thr("..:.g:t,the lens and chcmgingdirection in the middle

of the lens. However, in tt7~ real lens, light will change



uirection when nntering the front.Qurfar.e of the lens and again
whon leaving the back of the surtace of the lens. For
conve.nienci!, when drawi:l9 ray diaqrus, only one change (":

direction is sbown. So•• times the l~ns is replaced by a verticaJ
line with amall symbols at the top and bottom of t)e line t:..,
i'tidicate it reprasenta a converging lans.

Figure $.1 COf/tverglng lens test

a.
c.

d.~

I W:WLF

The converging lens ques.t Lon was included i~ both questions 1 and

5. The questions were as tallows!
Qllestion
Which t.P_ of lena in Figure 5.2 is responsible tor the image
fOrMed on the 8cr.en1
Question 5:
1. Hark with a tiak t.hecorrGot ray diaqraa from Figura 5.1.
2_ Give reason!a why you gave your answer in 1 above.

53
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direction when entering the front surface of the lena and aqain

when leaving the. back of the surface of the lens. Fo,,~

convenience, when drawing ray diagrams, on1' O.le ell at";"&" of

direction is shown. Sometimes the lens is rep l aced by a vert.Lca :

line I.dth small symbols at the top and bottom of t.he lin~ til

indicate it represents a converg:n9 lens.

pigure 5.1 converging lens test

--- ::::r W

a.
c.

d,h

The convexqd.nq lens q1..'lestionwaS'included it. bc.,th questiont:. 1 md

5. The questions w~n~ as follows:

Question 1:

Which type of lens ;'n Fiqur,~ S.2 is r8sponsible for the i.,\ g_

for.ed on th~ scr.en?
Question 5:

1. 'Hark wit.h a tick tt." correot ray diaqrUl f1.0ll. J'iqure 5.l.
2..Giva r'3as(\n/swhy 1011 gave your answer in 1 above.



7i9.5.~ Identification of the type of lens

Observer

Question 1 intended to ask for an explanation for the formation

of an inverted image by 'the ccnverging lens on the screen. 1\.11

the respondents (lecturers) except one , gave verbal explanations.

(see Appendix C for further information). Lecture.r D gave an

answer in the form of the optical drawing of Figure 5.3. Uis

answer is not differe'lt fronl diagram "btl of ~igure 5.1. This

diagram is a corrE'ct repres<.!ntation of the behaviour of light,

since li.ght does travel along the directions rapresented by the

light rays. However,the diagram is an incomplete representation

of the image formation process, a fact clearly indicated by

lec~urer C (this ~ill be explained below).

54



~iqur. 5.3 A ray diagram drawn by lecturer 0

I
. - -- - - --~.- .... - - -- - .~.- -- ... -- - ~- .,,- - - ..... - - -. -- - - _. - -- -- - - - - - - -, _. -. -.' -~- --

This answer does not represent an important aspect of how the
image of the object point is formed, i.e. that light diverging
from an object point is made by the Lens to converge to a
corresponding unique image point. A single light ray drawn from
an object point, throuqh the lens, to an image p( I does not
represent a divergent flux of light Leavf.nq the object, nor does
it represent a convergent flux going to the image point. In
addition, such a 3ingle ray diagram does not show the uniqueness
of the image point.*l

1* If one could have had enough chance to interview the
respondents, one cot"ld have verified this issue by asking the
respondents several questions relating to their verification of
the image point.

55
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Looking a';::'the verbal responses of It ;turers A to I, it appears

that s~veral concepts r~qardinq light are well kn~~n,e.g.Light

ray travels in a straight line, a ray diagram :tormed by a eO!'lvex

lens result iIi an inverted image, light rays passing through ..

convex Leu« are re.tracted eonvergently, convex lens resul t in a

real alJd inverted image, etc. But the significant aspect ?f ht)w

the iJll&g~ot t,il ob:iect point is formed is not clearly

repre"fIlnted. It h~only whenlool':ing<<Itthe responses of question

5 that lecturers C and H ha''1e a clear idea of the formation of

an image from an object point. Lectur~r His reason for choosing

option 'a' 10: at least two rays :trom a particular point have to

intersect at a poll~t tf' shOfJfwhere the sharp imags will be

lorMSd. Options b, c, and u illustrate di:t:terentproperties o:t

a conver lens, but does not fix the image. In 'e' the rays are
brougbt to a focus point, so no extended image can be formed

tbere. Lecturer C appl ied '.:.herules of optics to gfst to the

an.w.r~ which is of course correct. She applied the elimination

rule as welll ~~is is whyshe indicates that in 'c' image cannot

:torm at the tocal point, 'd' i~ag(3 c~nnoc :form only :trom light

rays that pas~: through the optical centre o:t tile lens and 'b '

acceptable, but incomplete.

Several lecturers obtained the correct answers either by quesslng

(e.g- lecture.r B) ot' intuitively knowing the ans\>/er, like

lecturer A and others, whosimply indicated thpy knewthe answer

to be simply as it was put forth.
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Twoquestion. were asked in this X"qarcl, i.e. questions 3 and 6.

A drawln~ of a plane mirror with an object placed in f~ont of the: . .

mirr(lr \l3S supplied and the re.pondents were asked whether an
ob8erver sittinq in front of tbe .irror wouldbe able to see the
i..,. ill t)."ont of t.h. ail'ror. It he could see it then they should

draw thea Po.U;l_. of the i"'9. and if he could not see the i.Olge
•..,lain why he couldn't see it. Thi,s is

,.J~p_.5.4 below.

proolem

Mirror

Only four out o~ nine respondents corre.ctly indicated that the
observer could see the image of the object. All responc.,,!,j'ts
including those who answered correctly did not attempt to draw
any ray diagrams. The reasons given for not seeing the image by
the observer are mainly that light from the object will be
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reflected away frolll .'hu.

The main problem in this regard could be the picture itsel:!.

Perhaps thl! question would have been ::ti" ~h clearer if someplane

'tUirrors and objects were madeavailable so that respondents could

act as o!)servers and then draw S(.>t,ie r"\y diagrams for the imagO!

forma~ion in the mirror.

The same task was asked in question 6 in a different manner.

Different optical drawings were supplied, and respondents were

asked to tlck the c..orrect ray diagram and explain how they had

e.t'rived at their answers. 'l'his is illustrated in Figure 5.1;

:Oelow.

piqure 5.5 Second plane mirror problem

t\ ..a

~

c ;' ,

~

- •\ I

b ."7\ d

~-<\

All respondents ti.:::keu the correct ray diagram. Different

explanations for their choice of answers we~ehowever given (see



Appendix C for further information). These are tor eXlImpla:

Lacturer A: Recall textbook knCl~ledg., Lect,urer B: I qu•• s.d,

and no reasonB i~ somecases. Lecturer 0 indicat~9 reason as a

mere angle of incidence .. angle o£ reflection. Nolect'tir~r8 could

explain satisfactorily howthe imagepositi.on was determihad by

the position of the object and the law of reflection. The

rese!l:rcher suspects this is the reason whynone of themattemptea

to draw any ray Jiagrams ~,nanewerinq question 3.

A mirror has the property d~rEttlecting incident light in such

a wayI;:~hatthe angle of incide1ce equp.ls the angle of reflection,
" '

which is in Aqraementwith the\;reason C;'ivenby lecturer Dabove.
'.\
,\

Again for the vlain mirror a d~\ferqent flux of light trom each

point on the object goes to the plain mirror, retlects as

divergent flux of light, and then enters the eye ot the observer,

whoperceive. it to have originated at th3 imagepoint behind the

mirror.

This point is called the virtual iml'tge pcdnt, and is located the

sane perpendicular distance behind the mirror surf ~ce as the

cbject is in front. Diagram1 in Figure 5.~ is the correct ray

diaqram representing the process of image formation with a plane

mirror and observer's eye.
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5.5.3 Coneav. airror

Figure 5. G Imaqe formation by concave mirror

a c

b d B

This is based on thE:.inforltdtion illustrated in Figure 5.6 above.

Only one out of nine respondents managed to tick the correct

Rnswer (refer to appendix 3 for further responses). This is

lecturer H. His reason for the answer is two lines from one point

used to find position of the image. This task proved to be much

more unfamIliar to most respondents. One of the reasons might be

that most of the PTDsyU .abus deals only with plane mirrors and

C'Oncave and convex lenses. But lecturer H bas shown that some

mastery of some basic simple logic in dealing with geometrical

optics can assist in solving even some unfamiliar problems.

'l'he .explanation for this task is mostly related to the

explanation of the converging lens task. In both cases the

divergent flux of light leaving a point on the bulb ') reade to
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converge to a real image point. Di~gram 'a' in Figure 5.6 is the
correct al'1SWer.It shows rays representing light divergi:-q from
a point on the. bulb, reflecting from the mirror, and convel'ging
to an image point. Diagr~mn 'h' and 'e' are similar in that they
hoth show two rays going from +he r.op to bot.tom of the bulb
directly to the mirror.

5.5.4 Glasa ~~iSR

Figure 5.7 A man viewing a pencil through a glass prism
rr=......----===~-====-I:= """.==::= ....

Object

Observer

The lecturers were asked to draw what the man observes as he
views the pE"ncil through a glass prism as illustrated in Figure
5.7, and then explain what happens to the light as the image he
sees is being formed. Unfortunately, this task proved to be very
difficult for all partiCipants. Perhaps it could have worked
bette:.cif the question was asked differently, by supplying the
lecturers with the real equipment and asking them to draw a ray
diagram of what they observe.
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This phGlnomenon could be understood when one re~lisej that. a
divergev~# flux of light goes from a poin\..on t~if:1I object (in this

{/'1(

case. p~~cil) t~ the long face of the prism. Upon entering ~he
prism, and again upon leavln91. th~ .1ight gets refracted or

'1
changes direction. The divergent flu~ of light exiting from the
prisrr..then enters the observer's eye and is perceived to have
originated from anothar, the virtual image point. Because the
pencil is placed in lin~ with the apex angle of the prism, the
divergent flux of light originating from the single object point
separates into two divergro:r\::fluxes when exiting from the prisn..
Each of them will enter the eye, apparently originat,ing from two
different pointf:>t which accounts for th~ ob'5ervation of the two
displacad images illustrated in Figure 5.8 below.

- ~iqur. 5.8 Oisplaced images formed by glass prism
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535.5 •••pon••• relatea to the KMP
The basic things the researcher felt were important to look at
in designing the opinionnair~ were to find out about:

(a) Both pupils' ana teachers' attitudes towards the MKP.
(b) The interdependance of the various components of the MMP

with each other, and the interaction between the MMP and
other more traditional teaching strategies.

(c) The effoct that the media could have on the conceptual
change of both pupils and pre-service teachers in their
concept of light.

(d) The usefulness (advantages) and disadvantages the media
might have on the learning of the pupils.

From interacting with the pupils in different schools, it has
been apparent that they were interested in, and liked
participating in, all the lll.ediaactivities conducted by the
researcher. ~heir teachers also showed a considerable interee:.
Tllis has been confirmed above (section 1.3, paragraph 1.3.3), we
mentioned that although it was not the aim of the researcher to
involve the in-service teachers in these activities, they
nevertheless snowecl a high level of interest and participation.

Although it ~as never possible for the researcher to give coaics
to the ..i:'upils,or to show a video at schools I pupils could
quickly recognise charlcters such as Jay, Ayanda and Frankie whom
they have seen from the activities of shining light from the sun
roof en Frankie.
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J?upi 18 were deliqhted. to hear that they were going to rlead t.he

oOMie book and learn more from it. They were happier and more

interested when they were told they would also watch the video.

This attJ.tude was also shownby lecturers after reading the com:..o
and watching th'a video. Most ('If them requested a replay, while
others passed 80118 eo... nts likl) they liked "the music n'.ayed by

Jay", etc. Most, if ROt a'.......tllllcturer8 wanted to have the media

for their 0Irt'l ih4rt.itutionu. others asked to b.· allowed to
purcrt.a.. .. :<le4!.. if poe-, \.ble. All of this indicat.es how
poe1t.J:v. .... at.~i:tude. are of those exposed to the MMP.

_r,;l&;;). ao.aent with regard to the s,~imulatiol1of pupils'

~'eb.popularisinq ~f science, sone of the lecturers

CO.iDe al.iv. again. Pupil:; realize that f:ivary

t'ull or scienco.

, interes~ is Bti~ulated by viewing the video unlike

w.here you start by asking questions in a l@!.,::8,(p"

Contextual learning - science is run; science ~s usozul:

k.nowledge - science in relation to peer group interests al.~

aid in po~mlarising of science.

D. Pupl1:: would/should be captivated by puppet::; and

.tasci.tl!!l.tion of spooks etc.

F. It is very stimulating and hence can be used for setting

the stage (int. 'oduction) •

H. Very good. Reinforcing the notion that saisma« is run and

Lmpartzentz ,

The comments above indicate how stimulating this media is; and
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howpopular science could be by using lI'edia of this sort .•

The MMPis •• en ~. something which could encourage children to

ask questions about natural concepta related to liqht. Some

Iecturel'. indicate that th.e c(lunts don") by Jay I A.yandaand

Frankie attc:. the· shining of the lightning might "trigger"

... t-l~>~ •• cU.tsnce and IIpead Qf llght from the source;

'~~.f.• ;~._J;'to int.roduce group discussion. This would make

flIubject, and thereforl! pupils would be

to each other :Le* team work 01:' co-operative

laarnlnq.

appreciation of learning for 'themselves', and not simply

learning for examsor tests.

Thfl.MMP. is £Jeento make science fUll and an adventure I as the

pupils can relate to characters, and apply somelittle scientific

"trick" lE"arnedthrough the media to so] e their ownday to day

problems. Work-sheets also refer back to incidents in the via~o,

and this helps to keep pupils on track, and encourage them to

discuss issues. Lecturers F and Ghoweveremphasise that for the.

media t.o make science fun and an adVC'Htureit should be used

properly and with understandi:-:.gi.e. it should he stressed to

students/pupils that they sbould watch the video ..~r.itica.lly and

report: back on their find.ings. Otherwise pupils will concentrate
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on the Jess important aspect of tbe video, such as the simple

entertainment valu~.

1,-£, pupilw- ..::ouldrelate ,t.o the way the three characters solved

their problem~~ then thro':..lh this n.edia they will be encoul."II.ged

to learn by doing ana solvinq problems confidently. ~11 lecturers

agree that with th@,help of the MMP the pupils cou+o 1. ·arn how

t,o SOlV8problems by themselves. Onelec;' ..rer indicates that: '1'he

story line 1s abou~ how the characters solved the problems of

l:J..ght source to help them see hOtl FranJde was trapped - this

helps to :focus on how in :til:ct wt- use problem-solving in our ..iaily

lives. Therefore as long as pupils work toq~ther and co-operate

in groupa they will always find 901utiond to their normal day to

day scientifically r';.lated problems.

On the question of language, <;iifferent opinions arose. Lecturar

Gwas not sure that t.he MMPcould act as a device for developing

language comprehension .inca he feels that the video has a

language problem of its own in that some of the characters talk

too fast. The same concern ftlasraiset. )y lecturer c: However I

did :tind it dif:ticult to fc,llow the dialogue in several ocoeeions

.u1C;" .... .:;~..,.4 the words of the characters were swallowed. Perhaps

programme I.l.:;-veloperswould take coqrd.semo«0:[ this. perJuilps the

characters spoke too f4st, especially Spider.

But she acknowledgedthat the MMPcould be implementedwidely

acr-oas the curriculum.

Somel'~cturers argued that the l~nguage should be maintained a&
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it 1S; so that the pupils should learn it while it js beinq

spoken flt)e~tly and bt the norm&l speed, because whenthe child

learns a language she or he "picks" it up while it is being

spoken with ita natural speed and pr onuncLatLcn, Som8 lecturers

indicated that pupils could ) 'n more language comprehension

tror.. this package. They felt that teachel"F>whouse it should be

encouraged to apply the principle of language across the

curriculum.

All the lecturers whoresp':)ndec!see the media as an instrument

to brinq about the possibility of helping pupi1s to obaerve,

predict and test their idoas. This is viewed in ~he light ot the

way in which the th~ee charac~ers approaoh their problems. They

observed howtheir natural environment behaves, and they cameup

with suggestions as to howthey could react to it and then tasted

their idea" by putting thai:>: thoughts into action e .1. whem

Ayanda indica~ed that light coula lose ~omeenergy and fall to

the ground.; this idea was put to test by Jay by later flashing

the light into her eyes pro'.~r.~ he,,·wrong, an indication that

light trave~s continuously unless obstructed.

The KMP also makes puvJ.ls get actively inVOlved in scientific

activit-ieo instead of thenl learning facts in p!'rrot fashion. This

is cQnfin:aed in lecturer CiS words that ••••. especially when

video and comic are used in conjunction with work-sheets.

Learning in t..J:ls context ot situations which pupils relate too

also reinforce learniilg /'('01l' experience.
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The colleqe lecturEr. had a heated debattl on the best way of

UeiinCJthe .edi•• Lecturers A, B and their groups felt it would
best be used it sou discus.ions about light were done Df!fors
showingtb.vld~, followed bywork-sh&ets. Some lect~rers didn't
indicate hOW they could implement th. MMP but they simply said
u•• It in conjunction with the English teacher, it could be used
•• .u~.J.·.·to the lesson etc.

out that the 'I,'.ideo could be sllown as an

This could be rollowed by the
o the cbara~t.rc a.tter viewing. Follow up comic group

IIdr.Ilt.tg on central problem - 1.ight and re.tlection. This

J.!..J_*, ~y work-sheets. This could make an interesting,

l•••on which is characterised by some logical

question of the relationship of the comic with the video,
all lecturers have basically seen these as complementing and
reinforcing each other. Each is seen to be playing its particular
important ro:e; for example the comic helps to make things more

c1earpr in case there is any thing you wouldn't have understood

in the video. The comic is seen as explaining events in the video
step by step and it could offer pupils a chance to read at their
own pace and understand the story well. Another lacturer sees the
comic as t.he .tllustrated record of the video which helps to
reinforce the language and the central concept of light.

Almost all lecturers view both the video and comic as one package
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and working toqe her. None could replace tt~ other; instead they
rei~force each other. They emphasise that the two muat be used
in conjunction with the work-sheets. The idea of keep.i.ngthe MMP
a9 a pa.ckage (and not as its separate components) is highly
recommended.

The MMP, .specially the video, must be used with caution. Unless
it is used properly, with good planning and control, and is
lncorporated with the work-sheets, there is a great possibility
that the entertainm6nt value could override meaninqful learning.

Concerning the d&velopm~nt of the light concept, the media is
.een as focusinq on the need to teach pupils in tile context of
their experience. The media hiqhlights the importance of rt!latinq
to peer ~roup interests.
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ClIAP'I'ER 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 XHTRODUCTIOK
Teaohing a child is not like simply drawing em a blank sla',:e. A

variety of things have already been drawnon the child/s mindby

everyday experiences. so we should not. ~imply take advantage of

children's scientifically compatible conceptions and overlook the

negative role played by the pupils' pre- or alternative

concepeLcnswhichmight prevail in thes*!compatible conceptions.

Thepupils' pre-concaptions need to be eliminated and be replaced

by scientifically correct conceptions. However, sclentif.ic

concepts are difficult for pupils to learn whenthey al:::-eadyhave

interfering pre- or misconceptions. students or pupils with these

misconceptians do not comprett;;!.j,or else they misinterpret new

information whenit is organizr.d accozdf.nq to the scien'tifically

acceptable manner, so learning cannot occur, and the replacement

of stude~ts' pre-conceptions by scientifically correct

conceptions will not take place.

6.2 FIJfDING&
6.2.1 Diagnostic test

In almost all Figures drawnby the respondents manyresponses of

pre-service teachers, in-service tp.achers and pupils are similar.

The following are bumeof the misconceptions observed amongthe
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.ubj.ct.a:

• Vision ••• shower of light

.. Vi.t_, 'O",iIG •• 1:lve 'looltinq prOCejl8.....f,_(,.~._.the only ones that reflect. light

- short distances

... that (J.-iqhttravels in straight lines

the observers to aid their vision

the following were observed about

"~~\;L't 'the :r.-epresentation of

',eh liqht travels

had an incoratplet.e \j,on of tile image

'f'·onaaticm proce•• Le. light. -,:hfl)l"';'tm; ',., :)nt An object point

i. _de by the len. to CQnv.rqe to a c"::-l'.r~"pondingunique

imaqe point

'I'heyhad knowledgeof someaspects l:elated to the behaviour

of light e.g. "light travels in strajght lines, convex lens

form r4al and inverted images, etc.

They are unable to clearly represent howthe imagepoint is

forme.i

They had serious problems with concave mirrors and prisms
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6.2.3 Comment statements

All cUbj.ctfi have shown positive attitudes. The whole MMP
wa£ seen as exciting and interesting. It has the potential
of oeing a good. m ~dia which could be uaed in the new
teaching styles
All the part. of che MMP are seen as complementing each
otber. It could be easy to implement if the whole package
i. used. The comic and activities can still be used alone
wh.r. the video facilitieF are not available.
The MMP can change the conception of the learners and users
wbile it involves them in activities which make them solve
proble.a. Again it makes them (sub) ts) apply strategies
which encourage them to test their ideas. As soon as the
Bubject realises that his or her ideas are not affective,
he or ahe will abandon the id~a and change to the
8cientifica~ly acceptable one.
The MMP makes the learner learn while enjoying the story.

6.3 IKPLICATIOMS

6.1.1 Diagnostic test

If not taken care of, the identified misconceptions could have
the following consequences on teaching:

teaching and learning progrp.ss could be retarded
teaching to pupils will not be effective.
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learninq and under.tanding will not t kc place.

Therefore th.~ ~illhave a negative effect on the attitude.
of bOth t.8.~ attd pupils towards aoience. If they are
id.ntifi.\\~;"' ..IIed, th6n positive rfllsultsare envisaged.

of image fOrllation might cause the

~i;{;0<i:'~~WW~ gu•• 5 work and rote learning
to understand geometrical optics

little or no cont idence in teaching the topic in
particular

6.3.3 Comment statements

This study and the production of this package has indicated that
should other topics which are part of the syllabus be seleq~ed
and prepared in thi.s form of an MMP I learning could improve quite
substantially. e.g. lear:1ing would be a fun for pup.ils Le.

the material manages to attr"'c'_the people's intel'est.
it also has the abilit.y to :lotivateand enCOU:Lage pupils to
actively participdte in their learning artivities simply
because:

a. it is a new method in itself
b. the brlght colours are attractive to pupils
c. it provides time to do some activities, which used to be a
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very r~re thing in our classroom.
d. music, activity, and action in the video enliven the whole

learning activity. Entertai,nment makes pupils learn while
enjoying. It gives children a diffarent view of learning.

Lastly, .aximU1ll efficiency in the pupils' learl_i.ngoou Ld be

attai~e~ by using the package as whole

6.4.1

6.4.l

6.4,,3

6.4.5

6.4.6

6.4.7

In order to implement the MMP effectively, teachers
need to be trained and empowered through the
attainement of knowle~ge.
Teachers should always identify misconceptions through
test. whila teaching.
Activities found in the MMP should be implemented to
eliminate misconceptions.
The MMP should only be introduced to the classroom as
an additional resource and not as a textbook.
The MMP may be used in both English and Science
lessons.
A package of this nature should be developed for other
topios which arE:)currently taught in primary school
classes •
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UPJDtDIX A

Ident1ffication No. ......--_ ......---- ..-_ ..
Sex
Name of Inctitutiotl .....,----.........~ .....--
Cours. Lev.l/stand~ard ......-- .....----_.-._ ..

'l'h. pu..""PO•• ot this questionnaire is to find out your views

eonce:r.ninqconc.p't~&related to liqht. The answers you supply in

thi. que"tionnairt~ will not affect your year mark or examination

.. rk in any way (i.e. you will not b. qraded on the results

obtained trom this questionnaire). So, feel free to answer the

tollowin; questiona abo~t "liqht". The re •• archer wishes to find

out wbat your ideas about liqht are.

Please answer every question and supply reasons w~ere requested.

For each question inuicate your level of conxidence l,\y tickinr;

the relevant box.

solutions to the problemswilj be provided later on, in order to

help you alar ify Clwnideas.

In order to makeyc)urrtlsponse meaningful, you are requested not

to obtain answers from another student or the lecturer.
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QQESTIOHN,l.IRE .1tQ.!J,

QUESTION J..

Figure 1.

1.:. WhlCh t!pe of lens :s res?onsible for the image formed on
the screen in FIgure I?

1.2. Explain how you have arrIved at your answer



QUESTION ~.

Figure 2.

2.:. If the lens drawn in Flgure 2 is a conve:.:: lens, indicate
with a draw~~g on the creen the type of lmdg~ formed by
th.ls set-up.

2.2. Explaln how you have ~ rlved at yuur arswer

AJ
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Figure 3.

the imag9 of the ob j e c t

Fl..9Ure 3?

A4

In the

answer is I yes', then ind i c at.e the image and ].ts

ition by drawing on the surface of the mlrror.

y<.,ur answer is 'no', t.hen e xp I a i n why.



QUESTION 4.

Figure 4,

AS

oc server

4.1. Draw what the man observes in Figure ~.

4.2. Explain how you have arrlved to YOUl answer



Q_lJESTION 5.

FigurE 5.

b.

c.

d~. c..---V~

5.1. Mark wlth a tick the correct ray diagram from Figure S.
5.2. Explain how you have arrived at your answer

----------~---------------~---------------.----------------------~

A6



~~TION 6. A7

Figure 6.

A, ,

~

II

.:.
•
I

6.1 Tick the correct ray dlagram in Figure 6.

6.2. Explain how you have arrived at your answer



QUESTION 7.
Figure 7.

b.
~ Q d~ B [~

7.1. Tick the correct ray diagram in Figure 7.

7.2. Fxplain how you have arrived at your answer

AS
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APPENDIX B
COMMENT STATEMENTS
The following section requests you to give your opinions
concerning the media you have just. studied. Please discuss the
questions amongst yourselves as a group and give your
compr-ehens Lva responses both i.na written form and in a form of
presentation. (A separate she~L of more comments may be attached
to the questionnaire)
1. Does the media encourage the children to ask questions about

the natural concepts related to light? Yes/No
Please elaborate.

2. Can the media make science to be fun and adventure? Yes/No
Please elaborate

3. Can media encourage pupils to learn by doing and solve
problem~ confidently? Yes/No
Please elaborate

4. Can it act as a device for developing language compr€hep~ion?
Yes/No
Please elaborate

5. Does it have any possibility in'helping the pupils to Observe,
predict and test their ideas? Yes/No
Please elaborate

6. Does it make pupils actively involved in science experiences
instead of them learning the facts (in a parotic fashion)?
Yes/No
Please elaborate

7. What do you think could be the best way of using this media?
Please elaborate
What is your comment with reg3rd to the stimulation of the
pupils' interest and the popularising of science?
Please elaborate

9. What do you think the atticude 0f both pre-service teachers
and primary school children could be towards.this med ia?
Please elaborate

10. How do you think the comic is related to
Please elaborate

~deo?

11. What are the advantages of the comic over t
versa?
Please elaDorate

,,~deoand vice

12\ Do you think the comic can be us -xd independent of the video
or the video independent of the comIC? Yes/No
Pleas~ elaborate



13. What do you think are "',hedisadvantages "rhich this media
could have on the lea. ,.ing process of the primar.y school
pupils?
Please elaborate

14. What effect do you think this media could have on the
develQproent of the light concepts on the primary school
teachets?
Please elaborate

A10
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Al'P!lNDIX r:

DIAGNOSTIC TEST
This test was ~.dministered to both I:'riJilaryschool pupils and pre-
service t.achers.

1. liQ~Lli..sWt he~~ us see.

?ut up postrr of a boy watching the tree and hand OJt photocopies
to each child/teacher.

Q: What is in the pict~re?
Q: Where does 1i.ght coit,~from?
Q: Where does &~nlight ~o?
Q: Row does the sunlighi help the boy to see the tree?

Draw how the sunlight helps the boy to see the tree.

Ask each pupil/t.<~acher to explain what they ha..re drawn.

Problem solving activit)',..:..

Place someone (called 'A') behind the door so that no part of
him/her is visible.

Q: Can we see I A 1 behind the door ?
Q: Are we sure that ue/she is there?
Q: Why can't we see 'A'?
Q: How d02S the door stop us from seeing 'A'?

Q: What is the door .Inthe way of?/ What is the door blocking?
Q: SO, how de we see?
Q: What: can we do to find out pow many fingers I A' is ho Ldinq up?

Here are the mirrors. Try to use them so that \~ can see behind
the door, and ch~t~-:how many fingers 'A' is holding IIp.

2. Tjqht: travels in straight lines
Ha~~ 0Ut photocopies of hstill" fro~ video animation sequence.
Explain that the sources of light is via the skylight.

Drawhow the t~o mi.rrors can be used to shine light on }'rankie.

Ask selected chilQr~n/teachers to explain what they have drawn.

Monitor how tie children/teachers tackle this task.

3. Refle9~ion by mi~t9rLreflection of( notice b~~~q~

Request chi Idren/teachers to face a ",irror as well as ii
screen/white board.
Ask volunteers to look in the mirror and Uten at the board.

Q: Why can you see your face in the mil'"rorr but not on the
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sc;re~~n?

He.nd out photocopies of mirror and notice-board.

Q: What is happenf.nq in these two drawing:;?
Q: How does the light help the girl see h~rself in the mirror?
Q: How dQ~s the light help the girl zee the notice board?
Q: Why do you see the girl in the mirror but not on the not.Lee+

board?
'.rhe g:i.rl can seg herself in the mirror. The girl ",bonnot see
herself in t'oe b06.:cd.Try to show 'What;8 happening to the light
on ¥1)1,;lr Clrawin<;.

Put up post.ez of a boy hc...,Jing a t.orch, then hand out photocopies
of sam" Show torch and switch it on and off.
Q: Sbc'" UhflrJ thtt light trom. the torch goes.
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APPENDIX D

COLLEGE LECTURERS'R,';SPONSES FROMQUESTtoNNAIR.£ (Appendix A):

1. "Which type ot: lens is responsible for the image formed on the
sceen in Figure l?" Explain how you have c1rrived at your
answer.

A. Light'rays trav~l in straight lines from object to scre~n
through lens. Recall rules learned .~ app:y. (emphasising
recall)

5. 'l'heimage f orme.d is inverted but of the same size with the
object. (not e~plaining how he arrivad at the answer)

C. Image is rAal and inverted
E. 'caus;? light. r;:.yrfrom the ~ort;:ave.mJrrot. do not; roous on the

same point, bu~ can onlY be traced back and the image formed.
F. The lens converges the rays onto the screen. The size of the

image would de.pe nd on Lt.s distance from the focal Lerio t.h,
G. The inverted Lme qe is a result of a ray diagram f'o r'mc.dby a

convex lens. gefl::~_9..ted_£.onyer~ntlY:.:..
H. Only convex lenses form real images.
I. Real image formed.
2. III f the Lans dr-awn in Figure :? is a convex lens r indicate

with a drawin~~ on the ::;creenthe type of image formed by this
set-up." Expl iain how you have arrived at your answer.

RESPONSES
A. Recall rules learned
B. When a ~onvex len3 is used the image is upright and enlarged,
C. Check from previous question - perhaps you r.eed to place the

object lens and ~creen in different positions.
D. As previous page.
E. Assuming that thR abject is on 2f then the in~ge will be

formed on 2f' sane size and inverted. (same Hxplanation cs
before)

F. The image will be inverted its size will depand on the
position of the bu1b from iocal point i.e. f ooaI length.

G. Convex lens converges the rays and image is ;mall invert~d.
II. Real images are Inverted. One has to assume that U, V a1d F

are correct for i.n image to form.
1. Rea] images iu:e i'.lwaysLnver t.eo.
3. "Can thl! observ'~l'sep the image of the objec t in the mirror

Hi Figure 3? If ~'our answer is 'yes', then indicate the image
and its position by drawing on the surface of the mirror. If
your answer is 'no', then explain why."

A. Yes. A picture is drawn
B. No. There is no distance between the Object and tht~ m.xror.
C. Yes. Different to) draw in 3-dimension wi t.hout; use of ray

diagram::,
D. No. See drawing.
E. Yes. See drawing
F. Yes. See drawin~.
G. No. Th~ angle at "hich the cbscrvcr is won r t; mak e it l,ossible
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for him to see the image in the mirror.
h. No. By having the mirror angled the light from tne object is

reflected away from the observer.
I. No. Rays from obj ect 3re ref lected to left of obsurver .
4. "Draw what the man observes in Figure 4. Explain how you i.lave

arrived at your answer".
A. No drawing. Refraction of objects depends on angle that

observer views t.he ob j eot;.
B. He observes that the object is inverted and enlarged.
I___ll!$t ~_g_uessed.

C. See drawing. Refraction of light rays occurs when ljght rays
pass from the part of line pencil ..• through the ?erson.

D. See drawing. Refract.ion of 1ight.
E. See drawing. Refraction of light rays travels 1 )!U less dense

to more dense.
F. See drawing. Because of the bending of light rays (R(:fraction)
,:;.See drawing Glass prisms rays of light are refract,~d as they

enter one medium t.o the next.
H. See drawing. Observer interprpts light to come along a

straight. line.
I. See drawing. Light refracted by prism th~~ eye sees in straight

lines.
5. IIMark with a tick the correct diagram from Figure 5. Explain

how you have arrived at JOUr. answer."
A. a. I know the answer.
B. a. Guessed.
C. a. (c. Image cannot form at focal point. d. Image canne be

formed only from light rays that pass through the optical
cent:re of the lens. b. Acceptable. but incomplete.)

D. b. Light bent as it goes through lens.
E. a. Because the jmage is f~rmed where the rays meet - and at

that point we can only see the tip of the globe because t.he
rays have emerged from the tip of the !Jlobe.

F. a. Light will travel in such a manner that it changes
direction on entering a new medium. This happens to ali the
rays except for.the one which passes through t:he focal point.

G. ft. The J rays follow ft correct pattern of a convex lens.
H. a. At least two rays from a particular point have to intersect

at a point to show when! the sharp image will form. (b) I (c)
and (d) illustrate different properties of a convex lens bJt
docs not fix the image. In (c) t.herays are brought to a tocus
(point) S0 no extended image can b~ formed there.

I. a. Rays must meet at a point to show distance from lens.
6. "Mark with a tick the correct diagram from Figure 6. Explain

how you have arrived at your answer."
A • 1. Reea 11 textbook know 1edge.
B • 1. I guessed.
C. 1. correct. 2. incorrect. 3. ravs bypass eye - ray diagram

incorrect. 4. Angle ro ray. .
D. 1. angle of incidence = angle of reflection
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E. 1. No explanation.
F. 1. The light rays travel from the object and are reflect ,,<1 r"

the mirror towards the eye. Because we have a mirror, tht
image will be cast on the opposite and at the same cHstance
from the object.

G. 1. The rays are drawn correctly because of reflection of these
rays.

H. 1. Show arrow heads and labels. 2, 3 shows correct ray
reflection and position of image bent not sufficient to find
image by observation.

I. 1. Two rays needed to show appar~nt depth of image in mirror.
7. "Tick the correct ray diagram in Figure 7. Explain how you

have arrived at your answer."
A. b. Recall ray diagrams.
B. b. I guessed.
C. b. (a. incomplet.e. d. Image behind mirror, light rays

raflected from mirror. c. Image at focal point.)
D. b. Light reflected onto image at angle = angle at light of

concave mirror.
E. c. No d. is out, because the concave mirror does not form an

image on the other side, beoaus~ in the other diagrams i.e.
a,b,o; 0 is correct, because in a & b the image does not form
",'herethe rays meet.

F. not attempted
G. c. The concave lens refracts divergentl~; if the.jmaginary

:i.mageformed is traced back I it gives us an inverted i1'l\age
<l,S in e .

H. ~. Two lines from one point used to find position of image.
I. Not attempted.
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APPJDlDIX B

RESPONSES FROM THB COMMENT STATEMENTS (Appendix B)
1. Does ~he media encourRge the children to ask questions aho~t

the natural concepts related to light?
A. Yes:

Lig:-ttning counts - trigger questions about; distance
speed of lightning from source.

ii. Reflection of light - will ask how + when to try it by
t.hemselves.

iii. Reflection of Spider ("Spook") in overall.
iv. The "energy loss" of light (Ayanda) - will ask how/why

L. +

B. Yes:
They will ask for explanation about some actions.

C. Yes.
Video is riveting - followed by comic concepts one again
emphasised comic & video provide excellent motivation and
stimulation. But focus on light concepts only as a small
part of total shaw - any immediate focus was on the
characters - comments on light incidental.

D. Yes. t l'

Catches interest with real life situation and puppets
(excellently put' together) and every day situation.'

E. Not attempted
F. Yes.

I think it will for example the examp Le mentioned where in
one of the participants feels that the light will bp. too
weak and will bounce off.

G. Yes.
The attention of the children will be attracted more by
puppets, puppets I actions.

H. Yes.
Yet pupils are told the facts. However the attempt to let
the children in the story to solve problems by discussion
and investig~tion should give the pupils some Inotivation to
use ~ similar approach to solve problems.

I. Not attempte1.
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2. Can the media make science t~ be fun and adventure?
A. Yes.

Definitely. relate to their knowledge and on experiences
of what, they have seen in the bathroom,spooks, window
reflections, etc.

B. Yes. .,
They followed the cat and reached a whole.

C. Yes.
Pupils can relate to characters - work-sheets refer back to
incidents in the video, this helps to keep pupils on track
and would then encourage th~ students to discuss issues.

D. Yes.
Spooks are something all children are scar-ed of
felt the hair on my azms standing up when :,..'j ,
spooking - effect of music as well.

E. Not attempted.
F. Yes.

Provided it is stressed to the students that they need to
watch the video critically and report back on their
findings. otherwise the pupils will concentrate on the less
important aspect of the video.

G. Yes.
If used properly and understandably. Especially in cases
where there are lack (absence) of apparatuses.

II. Yes.
Children like to hear stories, look TV and read comics.

I. Not attempted.
3. Can the media encourage pupils to learn by doing and solve

problems confidently?
A. Yes.

They will try to use a mirror to check under ncat.h ,1 dark
shelve in a cupboard etc.

B. Yes.
They use the mirror to reflect light to different corners.

C. Yes.
The story line is about how the characters solv~d the
problem of a light source to help them see how Fra.nkiewas
trapped - this helps to focus on how in fact we use prohlem
solving in our daily lives.
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D. Yes.
If they think & and discuss problems with others they will
find a solution.

E. Not attempt~d.

F. Yes.
If $tudents (pupils) relate ro the way the group solved
their problem (lifting Frankie) ~h~n it will or might help
in triggering problem solving skills.

G. Yes. (No elaborations)

H. ~es. (No elaboration)

I. Not attempted.

4. Cun it act as a device for developing language comprehension?

A. Yes.
Use across the curriculum for language, geography
comprehension test, etc.

B. Yes.
The EnglL3h tnacher can use it as a comprehension test
(English ~nd (across] the curriculum)

C. Yes.
However I did find it difficult to foll~w tbe dialogue in
several because the words of the characters were
"swallowed". Perhaps programme developers would take
cognisance of this. Perhaps the characters spoke too fast
especially Spider. Invites cross curricular interaction.

D. Yp-s.
Ayan~~ said "light bounces off th;.!mirror" & Frankie
rejects. Using screw driver to open paint tin referring to
'lever the beam up'.

E. Not attempted.

F. Yes.
If it is used in the programme of ]anguage across t.he
curriculum.

G. Not sure.
The video shown has language problem of people talking
faster.

H. Yes.
Comic stimulates reading.

I. Not attempted.
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5. Does it have any possibility in helping the pupils to observe,
predict and test their ideas?

A. Yes.
Predict various ways to get :
i. light in the room (e.g. torch if found or opening shelters

if ~ny, use matches, candle etc.)
ii. use another method of lifting the jammed bar
iii. apply sound (various ways) t.o attract attention.
B. Yes.

When one suggest mirrors can be used they tested it and it
worked. They gained much Lnf orma t.Lon from the video and
they can go and test them.

eYes.
If pupils relate to characters they to some extent serva as
role models.

D. Pupils could take mirrors outside & try and "pass Li.qht;
through" solid ohjects - try prove 'Lnat what they saw in the
video is true.

E. Not attempted.
'_

F. Yes.
If they copy the puppets then it can stimulate pupils to
observe, predict and test th~ir ideas ..

G. Not attempted.
H. Yes.

The are duly shown how the puppet s solve problems. The
activities are too prescriptive.

I. Not attempted.
6. Does it make pupils actively involved in science experiences

instead of them learning the facts (in a parotic fashion)?
A. Yes.

Because t~ey realise science is part of every day
activities they learn science without needing to memorise
facts, the facts do stick into their minds.

B. Yes.
They learn to be more practical than theoretical.
C. Yes.

Especi.ally if comic and video '~e used in conjunction with
work-sheets. Learning in the context; of situations which
pupils relate too also r'eLnf or'ce learning from experience.
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D. Yes.
Pupils see science in action in everyday situation.

E. Not attempted.
F. Yes.

The video helps them to learn science from different media
and~not only depend on the textbook for all/any scientific
k.nowledge.

G. Not attempted.
H. At least it is a good s~artil~ point.
I. Not attempted.

7. What do you think could be the best way of using this media?
A. Discussion, Show video nationwide and in classroom

situation, and do activities afterwards.
B. Cet the general.knowledge about ~ight. Show them a video.

Give them activities to work out.
c. Showing the video as an int.roduction to the topic.

Discussion about the characters after vie..,ring.Follow
up nice comic group reading focusing on central
problem light and reflection~ Work-sheets
interesting - well thought out - logical sequ8ncy.

D. This was great but for one simple fact of science
(Le. light travels in straight lines) I think it will
be impract.ically expensive - maybe if put onto TV
could reach a lot of views, with a valuable message.

E. Not attempted
F. Use it in conjunction with the English teacher. The science

teacher cou 1 go further and explain important science
concepts.

G. Not attempted.
H. As introduction to the topic.
I. Not attempted.

8, What is your comment with regard to the stimulation of the
pupils' interest and the popularising of science?

t : Make science come alive again. Pupils realize that every
thing is full of science.
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B. Pupils' irlterestis stimulated by viewing the video unlike

where you start by asking quec+Lons in a ::"esaon.
C. Contextual l~arniHg - science is fun; science as useful

knowledg~ - science in relation to peer group interests all
aid in popularising of science.

D. Pupi~s would /should be captivated by puppets and
fascination of spooks etc.

E. Not attempted.
F. It is very stimulating and hence can be used for setting

the stage (introdu~tion)
G. Not attempted.
H. Very good. Reinforcing th€ notion that 6cience is fun and

important.

What do you t.hinkth'!:'!attitude of both pre-service teachers
and primary school children could be towards this media?

A. Positive. children know d lot of things already. Textbooks
,just pick out certain concepts not related to their own
:world of experience. concep+s in textbooks are just ft'tcts
and are exam/question orientated. Video 'iswhat pupils (and
TV -:omputers)are interested in. No bad things happen (no
k i Uing or shooting)

B. It will be positive. The children will be interested by the
media and the teachers will enjoy it because the children
will be interested and gaini.ngknowledge at the same time.

C. Very positive:
~reachers - viable and easily implemented resource.
Pupils - Concrete I fun experiences.

D. Good but highly unlikely to be found in colleges and
schools especially rural schools.

E. Not attempted.
F. It depends on the type of teacher we are looking at. if the

teacher promotes rote learning in his class he will see it
as a time-consuming exercise. School children are merely
dependent on their teacher.

G. Not attempted.
H. Should be positive.
I. Not attetnpted.
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10. HoW' do you think the conlic is related to l:he video?
A. V~ry good especially for discussion of concepts afterwards.

Colourful.
B. The comic explain clearly all the action in the video

because some of the words are net clearing the video. The
comic explains step by step what is happening in the video.

C. Written illustrated record of video - which helps to
reinforce the language and the central concept of light.
Valpe of cornie is t.he t; it serves to direct t!le a+-'-.cntion to
the question of light. 'l'hevideo riveting ex .rt.aLnment;
which could direct attention ~~ay from ccotral concept the
useful style.

D. Basically the same.
E. Not attempted.
F. The comic relates well to the video and it helps to make

things clearer in case there is anything you wou l.dnf t have
understood in the video.

G. Not attempted.
H. Good to have the written r ecoz-d of the vi.deo,
I. Not attempted.

11. What are the advantages of the comic over the video and vice
versa?

'P•• video is alive - auditory and vision comic is necessary to
recCtlli for reading skills and language comprehension video
must be '"'tionwide on TV. Classroom activities recall in
comic 10m situation.

B. The cr or the video is not enough. 'rhe advantage
of the "id(":!'?is merely for entertainment but the advantage
of tha comic. is to gi"e facts to the pupils.

C. Should be used in conjunction with one another - The video
s t.Lmv" es I mot.I vates I highlights peel' group interest - The
comi~ u:aWb attention to dialogue language and concept of
light.

D. Cheaper to produce. Don't need rv, and electricity t.CJ
present to pupils.

C. Not att~mp~ed.
F. Helps in learning not only the scientific concepts but also

the language (correct spelling)
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G. Not attempted.
H. Comic can be looked at I read repeatied Ly in ovn time, video

requires a video set and ele~tricity.
I. Not attempted.

12. Do you think the comic can be used independent of the video
or the vi.deoindepenc.i.entof ~he comic?

A. Vide~ broadcast but will be dQubl~ effective if comic l~
us~d afterwards because comic is reinforcement of video,
~speciDlly becaus~ it is so colourful, neat clear scrip~
with excellent 1·,,- ivi.t.Les .

B. In case where the video is not aVililablethe comic can be
enough for information but the video must always be used in
collaboration with the comic.

C. See Q12.

D. Tells the same story
E. Not attempted.
F. I think it is lbest j f they are u p.d as a package more

especially because the comic has cert?in activities which
the pupils can do.

G. Not attempted.
H. In the claas situation the video is suffici.ent. But if

facilit1es are not &vailable the pupils should read the
co~ic at hom~ before the activitieS ar& tackled to
reinfurce the concepts.

I. Not atrempted.

13. What do you think are the disadvantages which the med ia could
have on the learning process of primary school pupils?

A. Use focus (beforehand) on main themes.
B. Siilceit is said that this programme takes the whols year,

I think it is too long to the extend that t.hechildren will
treat light for the whole year while other topics of the
syllabus are suffering. The children will l:ke it is
interesting.

C. Ur__as th2 victeo and comic are used in conjunction with
activities there is the possibility that errt.ertainment;
valu~ will override meaningful learning.
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D. Pupils could be solved with the spook part of the story
they miss the point ot light travelling in straiqht lines.

E. Not attempted.
F. If it is not reinforced by discussion and by the use of

correct science terminology e.g. bouncing back is ~alled
refl~ct:o~ maybe there might be problems.

G. Not attempted.
H. There may be too much other destructing happenings and the

children may loose track of scientific r~~iities.
I. Not attempted.
14. What effect do you think this m~dia could have on the

development of the light concepts O~ the prirnar school
teachers?

A. Pupils will learn to ubserve these concepts in their every
day activities and their surroundings.

B. It will be successful in explaining some concepts.
C. Focuses on the need to teach facts in the corrt.ext; (.)f

the experience of the pupil-Hi.ghlightsthe importance
of relating to peer grvup intereots.

, '

D. Useful - but a practical experiment outside (e.g. predict
what will happen whe.~ I put light here Or mirro~s here.
Place mirrors, observe what has happened, hnw did it
happen, draw sketch of path of light) could achieve
same/better results as pupils are personally involved.

E. Not attempt.ed.
F. stimulate observation and relating eve ryday th 9'swhich

actual concepts
G. Not attempted.
H. If the teachers do have ~ny misconceptions about

program should manage to clear tnis up.
jht this

I. Not attempted.



APPENDIX F

Spl'f"!-&RYOF PUPILS' RESPONSES TO DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS (Chapter ",

TOTAL·N;'-l
of PUPILS __

~3 f-4__ ,~ __ ~ -t--_ .._----

o 0 30 1 39---r----r---.~~---+

NAME of R_A Y 1_
!NSTITUTION _J_

1 11---------- ,--- ---
MA .7 1----,-----.' ~.--. __4-2-----4-4--~~O------------t¥s ~ '.- *---~~~~~:~ --

=-=-_:-_-=-lJ~·_._ t----1---~~=~¥-~~~-,----'.=- -

SPET Y

o 3420

Key to ray types

I. Respondents drew light rays from the sun to the tree, i.e. /

2. Respondents drew light rays from the boy and the tree i.e.~1
3. Tue same as in 2 above but with a connective ray from the boy's eyes to the

Ircei.e.~

4. Respondents drew light rays from the eun to the boy's eyes and then to the

tree i.e. (-_1
-~.~-7

S. Respondents drew scattered rays from the sun i.e. ,

6. Respondents drew light rays f'OI'1 f~lC sun to tree and then to the boy' ...eyes

. L_~
i.e. /

L
Table 4.1 Responses to Test No.1 (Boy watching a tree)
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-NAME of RAY T Y PE S TOTAL No.
INS'flTUTION i of PUPILS-

1 2 3 4 5 6-
l\fA 4 0 12 0 0 1 39
NO 3 4 11 2 1 3 134-
ST 2 0 19 0 2 1 49- ,
TS .. 0 0 40 0 3 10 62-eM 3 0 28 0 2 2 55-- -
.MO 1 0 6 0 0 o 8

Key to ray types

I. Respondents drew 11gMrays from the scurce to the first mirror straight to

the trapped boy i.e.l~

2. Respondents drew light rays from the first mirror to the second mirror and

then tCi the trapped boy i.e, ~

3. esponnents drew rays from the light source to the first mirror, then to the

second mirror and finally tc .•.e trapped ooy i.e. ~

4. The same as in 3 above but light is ref) ected back from the trapped boy to

the fir"t mirror l.e. ~

5. Light is scattered from the source to both the first and second mirror. and

W
rays from the second mirror. tc the trapped boy i.e, ~

fl. 'I'he same as itt 5 above but there is no connection between the two mirrorst_/\ <,
"JoI

-._
Table 4.2 Responses to Test No.2 (Video ani.uations)
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-NAME of RAY T Y PE S TOTAL No.
~.§TITUTION of PUPILS-

1 ., 3 4 5 6'"
~A 13 5 12 0 0 1 39
NO 7 8 ,11 2 1 ~ 34
ST 18 1 ,19 Q 2 1 49
TS ..

22 _ 8 ~40 0 3 0 62-~eM 17 ---li----t 28 0 2 2 55f-- --M"O 2 10 6 0 0 0 8

Key to ray types

1. Respondents drew single rays from the light source to the reflectors i.e,

~
2. Respondents drew two rays, the top one from the light source to the
reflector and the bottom one from the observer's eyes to the reflector i.e.

~
3. Respondents drew one ray from the light source to the observer's eyes then

<~ "
to the reflectors i.e. <:
4. Respondents drew light rays from the source to the observer's ~yes and

another ray from the observer's eyes to the reflectors l.e.L
5. Respondents indicated the rays are scattered from the source to both the

observer and reflecting objects i.•"/ II \\
6. Respondents drew from the Ii~;htsource to both reflectors and the
observer's eyes, and another from the observer's eyes to the reflectors i.e,

~'>
-- -

Table 4.3 Responses to Test No.3 (Mirror and board)
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fNAMEOf rAY T y PE S TOTAL No.
ofPUPILCiINSTITUTION

"",.",,, ,. _- .. '-
M..'<\ "- '--th 2 3 4 5 6

13 0 3 1 1 39-- ...- ...... -. -~-
NO 9 14 5 2 2 0 34f-._._-- - -
ST 8 26 0 2 11 0 49
t--
TS .. 2 34 2 1 5 a 62eM 3 39 0 0 12 1 55--f--.--- ----"-MO 3 5 0 0 .0 0 8

Key to ray types

~t-
1.Respondents indicated parallel rays emited from the torch l.e ~ ~

~.,.< ,/
2. Respondents indicated divergent rays from the torch i.e ~

3. Respondents indicated sfugle horizontal rays from the source l.e t--
~-

4. Respondents drew rays which bent downwards i.e F
I

~5. Respondents drew rays: which bent upwards i.e

''..
41!

6. Respondents drew a combination of 4 and 5 above i.e «r :
-

Table 4.4 Responses to Test No.4 (The boy holding a torch)
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